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Throughout all of the works there is a desire to understand communication, and the slippage

between what is said, what is meant and what is understood. 

Within the works, the location changes from the bedroom to the street to the lap dancing club

and shifts from intimate relationships, street culture, binge drinking to the sex industry. The

barely non-existent line between private and public space, between real and imagined, is

eroded. Williams’ process of embracing an almost pathological sense of honesty about the way

she feels about herself and the world she sees around her, allows her to produce psycho logically

charged works that raise pertinent questions about the constant turmoil between the self and

other, within the context of an ever evolving cultural construction of identity.

Glynn Vivian Art Gallery would like to extend its warmest thanks to all three writers who have

made invaluable contributions to this publication: Ivo Mesquita, Sadie Plant and Sue Griffith.

They have each thoroughly immersed themselves in the complex issues running through these

works. Their fascination and commitment are obvious in the resulting texts on a range of

important core themes: gender relations, feminism, text messaging, alienation and

communication in the technological age, post punk and post feminism from diverse

perspectives - socio political, art historical and psychoanalytical. All have given invaluable

insights, which offer new ways into these complex and powerful works.

And of course we would like to offer our heartfelt thanks to Sue Williams for producing an

incredibly focused and fearless body of paintings and drawings. Through her work she

manages to disturb and provoke, but simultaneously these works are empowering and give

pleasure in their draughtsmanship, their honesty and a refusal to simplify their depiction of

the circus of everyday life. 

foreword
karen mackinnon exhibitions officer jenni spencer-davies curator glynn vivian art gallery

This publication has been produced to coincide with Sue Williams’ major solo exhibition

small talk, high heels originated by Glynn Vivian Art Gallery, touring to Oriel Mostyn,

Llandudno with further venues in the UK and beyond. The exhibition includes seven large

scale paintings and a selection of around seventy drawings from the ongoing series Dirty

Linen on the Line. All the paintings and a selection of the drawings were commissioned by

Glynn Vivian Art Gallery made possible through the support of The Arts Council of Wales’

Presentation and Audience Development Grant. 

Sue Williams was born in Cornwall and has for many years lived and worked in Wales

exhibiting both here and internationally. She was recently short-listed for the prestigious

Artes Mundi 2, Wales International Visual Art Prize 2006. At the core of her practice she seeks

to explore her passionate and fluid responses to the complexities of subjectivity. More

specifically, she examines the construction of femininity and masculinity within the context

of a highly sophisticated consumerist culture and the complex ways in which our public and

private selves interact. 

The recurring themes of communication and negotiation constantly appear - between lovers,

men and women, strangers, siblings, parents and their children, acquaintances and friends.



what’s up?
the work of sue williams by sue griffith

According to the theorists, we are entering the posthuman age now it

seems, where gendered and other human relationships will

eventually be dispensed with as our interaction with technology

morphs us into postbiological organisms.1 We will become ‘cyborgs’,

beings whose bodies and minds have become so technologically

extended that traditional sexual relations and identities will have

broken down. This is not a dystopic vision, but rather an inevitable

fact, which we may as well embrace since it is going to happen

anyway. Relationships are already formed through technology, from

mobile phones to online chat-rooms - they do not just enhance our

communication possibilities, they fundamentally alter the nature of

our relationships, as we now communicate through the surface of a

screen, through glass. Art is changing too. We no longer expect that

art’s value will be found in its individually expressive qualities. Art is

just as likely to be time-based, computer enhanced or otherwise

digitally manipulated.11



need of protection and appear to be insistently playing a role, but they do

this with awareness - there is a viewpoint, and it is a viewpoint which

often disturbs itself through a questioning of the self [Why are you so

shallow? ]. Sometimes the figures oblige others [she takes it ],

sometimes they mock themselves ironically, always they insist on their

own presence, and always they seem to be about the failure of human

connection. There is both an insistence on the importance of intimacy,

and on the hopelessness of it. Behind the blunt directness of the text

messaging lurks a whole complex world of ongoing human dilemmas,

leading us inexorably towards love, betrayal, doubt, shame, anxiety,

game playing, boredom - the stuff of life. And sex: squalid sleazy sex,

lustful passionate sex, lost lonely sex, pink fake-fur sex, net curtain sex,

and sex with consequences. And humour, wry and playful.

Williams says she hates the colour pink, and yet she includes it in her

work sometimes, the ghastly Barbie pink of fake fur, doing battle with

the red of love hearts and fake roses. The battle of the self with the

superficial and shallow - love as a Valentine’s day ‘I love you’ sharply

contrasted with the hurt urgency of do you love me?. 

The process of drawing (to which Williams seems as addicted as an

average teenager to texting), making marks with immediacy to better

confuse memory and imagination, is clearly a key resource for her,

and a definite vantage point is gained for the viewer by seeing the

drawings and large scale paintings/collages together. 

This combination of real life confession and exploration of desire is

not unknown in women artists’ work, the need to inform, confront and13

If technological advancement really has shifted us from the ‘tactile’ to

the ‘digital’ age, this apparent fact is belied by Sue Williams’ art, the

physical and psychological nature of which is absolutely reliant on a

human life lived, and continuously redefined. This is art in a

conversation with the self, as an extension of existing - it is human

life as vibrant and discontented, real and imaginative, connected and

about disconnection, personal and all too worryingly public. Sue

Williams is not ready to be a cyborg. The titles of many of her works

and the words incorporated expressively into both paintings and

drawings, refer directly to text messaging - their insistent, terse,

abbreviated language gives us a sense of a posthuman world, where

we all don’t talk just text and you can never be certain if ‘message

sent’ will mean the message was received as you intended, or if

anyone will ever talk 2 U soon [Keep losing U; R U there?; R U Lost?

What’s up? ]. Texting - a new technology designed to aid

communication, which frequently does anything but.

Sexual difference is still much in evidence in Williams’ work, as it

certainly still is in life, the locus of a contested zone where we are

doomed to play out powerful oedipal dramas again and again [Oh god -

no more war; Always the little girl; Do you love me? Or her? ]. The sexual

act itself is referred to in a number of works, but this is not a world where

‘men act and women appear’, not the old gender war with patriarchy.2

When men are imaged, they seem to be absenting themselves, they turn

away as though lost in indecision, confused voyeurs of a world they don’t

understand. The main focus however is on the female figures in the

works, which seem like surrogates for the self, as it is difficult to see

them as portraits of others. They seem at one and the same time both in 12



This disturbance is further played out in Williams’ work by the manner

in which the expressive visualising of the words and the physical

nature of collage in the work both disrupt the painted surface of the

canvas. We are led into a world where what is representation, what is

real and what is fake, what is true and what is false, becomes central

to the dialogue [A bit like your fairy lights... surface/superficial. Don’t

talk just text ]. The overall play of these different modes of

signification denies an easy unity of meaning, instead we are offered

an anarchic mix, where no one language (words, paint, collage) is

subordinated to another, but rather our attention is drawn to the

seams of those processes which threaten to unravel at any moment.

The other unravelling we see before us of course is that of a life,

perhaps any life. The end result is that, as viewers, we are engaged

productively in a body of work which is as dependent on human life

as life is on art, and you can’t write that in a text message. 

1 Donna Haraway Simians, Cyborgs and Women: the reinvention of nature (London: Free

Association Books, 1991); Gill Kirkup (ed.) et al The Gendered Cyborg: a reader (London:

Routledge, 2000) 
2 John Berger Ways of Seeing (London: Penguin, 1972)

Sue Griffith is an Art Historian and Head of School of Contextual Studies & Visual

Communication at the Dynevor Centre for Art, Design and Media, Swansea Institute.
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provoke the self, to nurture an anger constructively. The notion of

artists using art cathartically to manage pain seems at first to be an

antithesis. Surely our imagination is the primary means we employ to

help us overcome pain by absenting it in our minds even when it so

patently has not departed? For an artist to immerse themselves in

what is emotionally painful seems a perverse act [in for the battle].

How and why would anyone seek to occupy a space of anguish

creatively? Yet many see the process as one which ultimately aids

sanity. What is sane of course is that at least this process allows us

to connect, and it is the disconnectedness of life which is the insanity

we need to overcome.

There is a long established viewpoint in western art that words and

images mean in different ways, and should therefore be kept apart.

The Modernist belief in the autonomy of art’s aesthetic, and its power

to transform the viewer through visual means, reinforced this split,

proposing that art’s expression was a language unique to itself, and

could therefore speak for itself. Discursive communication could only

serve as a disruption to this process. Postmodern perspectives have

changed all this of course, questioning the very nature of

representation and, ultimately, the purpose of art. Words combined

with the visual, or even words alone, are commonplace in postmodern

art practices. Yet the combination of an expressive visual art with an

expressive visualising of words is more rare (e.g. What’s up? painted

expressively, backwards and mirror imaged). Our ongoing love affair

with expressiveness in art means that words and images are not

easily reconciled. Do the words disrupt the images or do the images

disturb the meaning of the words? 14





I find myself writing this piece for the simplest and the best of

reasons: Sue Williams’ work grabbed me, touched me, struck me as

something potent and important when I first saw it. Its rawness, its

energy, and its sheer scale made me curious to see and know more.

And what I have discovered is a body of work which speaks to my

interests in communication and sexuality as well as exerting a

visceral, emotional appeal. I enjoy the complexities of its collages, its

disruptions of the canvas, and the simplicity of its points and lines;

and I also respond to the contrasts Williams’ images deploy: her lines

are both fine and smudged, clear and blurred, hazy and precise; her

subjects are both beautiful and ugly, bold and coy, their gazes

sometimes reticent, often alarmingly direct.

“Drawing is the very essence of the work”, she says. And she doesn’t

simply mean the drawing of the world: while “the word ‘drawing’

does tend to conjure up a traditional illustrative use of line, what

spunk and punk
sadie plant 
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ambiguous zone in which “meanings often fall through the gaps

between desire and reality.” Its format is about as bland and

perfunctory as telecommunication can be, and yet its very

minimalism lends itself to exchanges as intimate as secret notes,

whispered promises, and sweet nothings. These messages,

somewhere between letters and thoughts, and the situations and

players they involve, are a rich and inspiring resource for Williams’

most recent work.

From Dadaist collages to comic strips, mixes of words and images are

packed, dense, and data-rich, whatever type of text they use:

newspaper fonts, digital graphics, or hand-drawn, handwritten

words. But it is the latter which have the potential to alert us to the

simple ubiquity of lines and marks in the world. Texting is just one of

the contemporary cultural processes and products on which Williams

draws: the images and messages conveyed in both the mass media

and personal telecommunications figure strongly in her work. But her

own practice remains deliberately, almost defiantly rooted in the

hand-made and the tactile: these are touching works whose

materiality is far from the aesthetic of the pixel and the monitor, and

Williams clearly likes it this way: “I often imagine how I would want

to negotiate my concerns through digital technology,” she says, “but

perhaps it’s the subversive part of my personality that makes me

want to work the way I do, bringing everything back down to earth.”

And there is certainly something earthy, gritty, real about these

images - something messy and slightly soiled which makes it entirely

appropriate that the artist has got her hands dirty in the course of21

drawing means to me is the use of a mark whether it be in the form

of text or image, a found mark or created from scratch.” 

Marks can be abstract, they can represent, and they can also be

letters and words. “I was taught to think that the image, if good

enough, did not need text as a back up,” says Williams, and both

artists and audiences have been educated to believe that art should

speak for itself: I too have always been slightly embarrassed by my

fondness for the words that accompany images in galleries: their

titles, media, and provenance, their descriptions in the exhibition

guides, and yes, even the essays in the catalogues. But such

secondary commentary is only one - and inevitably the least

interesting - way of bringing words to bear on images. When text

becomes integral to a picture, then writing has a chance to become

something other than representation and starts to fire on two

cylinders, revealing itself as both image and information carrier. 

“In the studio I have a drawing wall which is constantly changing,”

she says. “Most days I respond to and process a situation, something

I might have read, a memory or a fantasy, through the immediacy of

the mark and collage. Some days I will produce one drawing, other

days I might do twenty or more. They differ in scale, they are simple

in execution but the content is complex.” 

Amongst this complex content is an interest in text messaging and

mobile communications, which also involve new interplays of images

and text. Texting is practical and effective, but also, for Williams, a

new playground for misunderstandings and misreadings, a new 20



making them. There is something indisputably youthful about this

work as well, both in terms of the energy of its execution and the

adolescent flavour of the scenes and narratives it conjures up. There

is an exuberance, a fast and dirty teenage tone which “is part of my

child fantasy, the ‘child’ within me,” says Williams, whose own youth

was coloured by punk. “It is also my attempt to visually negotiate the

chaotic adult world with the manipulative ways of the child.”

If there’s plenty of spunk and punk in this work, there is, on the other

hand, “no more pink”. This slogan - originally an instruction to herself

when she felt she was using the colour too much in her work - has

become a kind of trademark for Sue Williams, and its apparent refusal

of the standard hue for female sexuality gives her work the grit that

reminds me of the angry and cheeky line of punky girls and growling

‘grrls’ who have done so much to complicate conventional notions of

the feminine. “Negotiations between men and women, women and

women play a major role in my work,” says Williams, who sees

today’s young women enjoying a world of new freedoms and yet still

struggling with the nature of their roles and relationships. “I wish

there was some way to re-title ‘feminism’ and encourage a broader

understanding of their position as women.” Perhaps her work is itself

a way of doing just this. 

Sadie Plant is a writer and cultural theorist based in Birmingham
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Just now, when I saw you naked again,

I thought the same words: rose-rock, rock-rose...

Rose, trying, working, to show itself,

forming, folding over,

unimaginable connections, unseen, shining edges.

Rose-rock, unformed, flesh beginning, crystal by crystal,

clear pink breast and darker, crystalline nipples,

rose-rock, rose-quartz, roses, roses, roses,

exacting roses from the body,

and the even darker, accurate, rose of sex –

Elizabeth Bishop, Vague Poem (Vaguely Love Poem), 1968-79

On the wall of the drawing-packed studio, large canvases, one on top

of the other, art materials all over the place - one drawing

immediately catches the visitor’s eye: a woman, totally at her ease,

pointedly looking inside a man’s trousers, the male figure is clearly

taken aback by the unexpectedness of the event. She doesn’t appear

impersonations of
an ordinary woman

ivo mesquita 
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male political and cultural oppression, matters to Williams. Through

her work she attempts to bring together man and woman in a direct

way and with an irresistible urgency. She explores the exciting

possibility of mutual involvement in a process of give and take, of

learning and transformation. 

It could be said that Sue Williams’ work is more descriptive than

assertive, eloquent without being rhetorical, more conversational

than confessional. And yet there’s more to it than that. Her agenda is

not ideological, but affectionate and subtle, in spite of the harshness

of the images and the ways in which they are constructed, she is

exploring the vulnerability of human existence, the need for exchange

and communication and the inevitability of conflict. The more we

contemplate her drawings and paintings, the stronger our feeling that

tremendous forces are being kept under control albeit with some

difficulty. In the work there is a sense of things being held back and

challenged in order to renew the pleasure of discovering the other, of

further understanding the multiple possibilities for broadening

perception and for creating a more comfortable existence. 

At the core of her work is drawing. For Williams this is an almost

obsessive daily activity which enables her to keep a kind of automatic

diary - except it is not this because it is figurative and it makes

reference to very concrete situations and emotions. Therefore it is

rather a kind of journal about the day-to-day life of a woman, any

woman, making reference to - home, work, family, friends,

companions, vanity, consumerism, rage, disputes, sexuality, desire,

confrontations, tensions. The forthright language of the milieu, when

transferred onto canvas in paint, collage and assemblage, allows

Williams to face up frankly and with a determined sense of honesty27

to be passing judgement or to be driven by any particular urge, but is

simply contemplating her companion’s genitals from over the top of

the widened waistband of his trousers. One perceives an innocently

indiscreet attitude, a childish memory of the sort that happens when

children discover the difference between boys and girls - “if you show

me yours, I’ll show you mine”, goes the game. The “cartoonish”

appearance of the drawing alleviates any aggressiveness that might

otherwise be perceived in the gesture and the depiction. It is neither

satire nor violent criticism; it simply describes a human action, an

instinctive curiosity about another person’s uniqueness. In some

ways, the drawings seems to comment on, return and reverse the

male gaze upon the female body as though objectifying men (a

powerful strategy, hardly ever used by feminists in the deconstruction

of the male gaze). This strategy results in drawings which can be

interpreted as being somewhat petulant, verging on the challenging

and provocative.

This fundamental difference between man and woman - gender -

defines our entire existence. Our attempts to create harmony through

adventure, passion, and our search for the fulfilment of desire through

the construction of love, friendship and mutual understanding, is the

central theme of Sue Williams’ work. It is not a feminist or post-

feminist posture, not a kind of retaliation for the historical exploitation/

sexual alienation of women. On the contrary, despite the stridence of

some of the images, these are profoundly charming works, welcoming

and feminine. There is a sense that, in spite of all the differences, self

does not exist without the other, but instead the self will only be

completely fulfilled in the presence of the other. Lacan taught us that

“Desire is the desire for the other”. Nothing of what has been said

before about man and woman, about the battle of the sexes, about 26



in the works appears to emerge from primary forces and

uncontrollable urges that challenge the codes of day-to-day life and

behavioural rationality. Through her work the artist speaks in a guilt-

free way about instincts, spontaneous reactions and the individual’s

basic acts of survival. And secondly, because, in contrast with the

romantic ideals of 19th century artists who sought to represent what

was sublime and spiritual in Nature, the work bears reference to the

romantic within the contemporary everyday condition of existence,

the individual alone in a socially isolating and alienating world

dominated by technology. 

The caricature-like tone of the drawing and painting, its vibrant

colours and the eloquence of the gestures used in the construction of

the image are strategies for forcefully speaking about the unknown

and uncontrollable nature of urges, the desire for intimacy and our

fascination with the other. Sue Williams’ work is complex, full of overt

feelings but there is no melancholy, only passion and instinct. Her

work also presents an incontestable homage to women, illuminated by

their affection, solidarity and emotional warmth. Just now, when I saw

you naked again, I thought the same words: rose-rock, rock-rose...

1 Iwan BALA, All hers! Communications with Sue Williams, in Here + Now, Seren, Cardiff,
2003, p95.

Ivo Mesquita is a Curator at the Pinacoteca do Estado in São Paulo, Brazil, and Visiting
Professor at the Center for Curatorial Studies, Bard College in Upstate New York. He lives
and works between São Paulo and Rhinebeck, NY.
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to her condition, to her aspirations, in such a way that she seems to

surrender herself, and finds pleasure in a world in which the

masculine order still reigns. Evidently, the basis of this output lies in

her personal history - “an analytical biography, a visual monologue...

a portrayal of unresolved thoughts”1, to use her own words. However

it is as though her memories and experiences are not unknown to her

companions, to the characters in her pictures or to the viewer. There

is something in her drawings and paintings with which we are all

acquainted, truths with which we identify as aggressors or victims,

and which, as such, are so difficult to face up to and accept. To say

that the images are obscene, verging on the pornographic is a

conservative way of disqualifying them, of trying to remove, hide or

delete the immense humanity that marks them. And it is this

immense humanity, and the familiarity of experiences lived through

and acknowledged, that confers the political and ethical dimensions

of the work. The ambiguous meanings held in these works must be

negotiated by each individual viewer. When they are subjected to

contemplation, by being simultaneously seductive and provocative,

they return the spectator’s gaze, questioning the viewer about his or

her own emotions and desires.

But it is important to note that through her work Sue Williams displays

no bitterness, no offence is taken about the way things are, her heart

is always open. This is why there is something romantic about her

work, a world constructed of ordinary women taking all kinds of

positions, some striking a fashion magazine pose, staring out at the

observer, others taken by surprise as if caught in everyday

circumstances and stances in a sort of domestic disarray, and yet

others are more voluptuous, seen in the throes of sexual abandon.

Firstly they can be considered to be romantic because the expression 28
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sue williams
brief biography

Sue Williams was born in Cornwall in 1956 and now lives and works

in Cardiff, Wales. Using drawing and mixed media on canvas, she

explores her own emotions and ideas of sexuality and gender. She

has taken part in many exhibitions and residencies including the

National Eisteddfod Wales (Gold Medal winner 2000), the Avesta

Biennial, Sweden (2000) and the Site-ations Project in New York

(2001). She was shortlisted for Artes Mundi 2, Wales International

Visual Art Prize 2006. 
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